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winnie’s pumpkin soup
1 medium pumpkin

500g potatoes

1 medium-large onion

1 stock cube

knob of butter and  
30ml olive oil

salt and pepper to taste

double cream to garnish

handful of fresh 
coriander leaves,  
chopped

• Peel the pumpkin with a potato peeler.

• Chop in half and scoop out the seeds with a spoon. Chop into 2cm cubes.

• Melt the butter with the oil in a large pan.

• Peel and chop the onion. Then fry it gently in the pan, with the lid on, 
until it strats to soften. Check and stir to make sure it doesn’t brown.

• Peel the potatoes and chop in 2cm cubes. Add to the onions in the pan 
and stir to coat well with the oil.

• Add the pumpkin cubes. Stir well. Cover and cook for 10 minutes, stirring 
occasionally.

• When the potato has started to soften, crumble the stock cube into 1 litre 
of water and add to the pan. Simmer for 15 minutes until the vegetables 
are soft. If needed, add more water to keep the vegetables just covered.

• Mash the soup with a potato masher or put into a blender until smooth. 
Season to taste.

• Ladle into bowls, garnish with a swirl of double cream and some chopped 
coriander and serve with warm crusty bread.

you will also  

need an adult to  

help you!

valerie thomas and Korky Paul
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draw a new hat for winnie!

valerie thomas and Korky Paul
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What do cats  eat for breakfast?
Mice Krispies.

if you like giggling  along with winnie, you’ll love  
WINNIE AND WILBUR: winnie’s jokes

and a chuckle with
winnie’s favourite jokes!

enjoy a giggle Why did Winnie give up  tap dancing?
She kept falling  
into the sink.

Knock knock?Who’s there?
WandWand who?Wand to come in?

Why do wizards paint the 

bottoms of their feet yellow?

So they can hide 

 upside-down in a  

bowl of custard

Knock 

knock?

Who’s there?

Noah

Noah who?

Noah more  

jokes please.

Why does a witch  ride on a broom?
Because a  vacuum cleaner  is too noisy.

Doctor, doctor,  

I think I need glasses.

You certainly do.  

This is a  

fish and chip shop.

valerie thomas and Korky Paul
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Story 2 - Ghost in the Post

www.winnieandwilbur.com

read the story with  
the children and choose from  

the following activities

As a class, explore various ways 
in which language is used to sell 
things. The vampire on WWTV 
persuades Winnie to enter the poetry 
competition. After reading the story, 
discuss with the children how he 
does this.

• Go back to pages 53–55.

• Winnie believes the vampire is 
speaking directly to her: is he really 
doing this?

• Make a list of persuasive words and 
phrases you might use to advertise 
the same competition in your 
school.

• Then ask the children to create 
a poster of the competition in 
groups, using pictures, and the list 
of words you’ve created, to persuade 
children to enter.

SOLD!

laura owen and Korky Paul
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A Tale of two poets

In this story, Wilbur manages to make 
a poem from his shopping list.

• Make a list poem as a class.

• Then get the children to write their own 
list poem inspired by something you 
wouldn’t usually write about, for example, 
school dinners, homework, a shopping list, 
things in a cupboard etc.

drama / art
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Story 1 - Winnie’s Tea Party
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read the story with  
the children and choose from  

the following activities

The children are organsing a party 
with Winnie, and want it to go with a 
swing. What food, games, prizes and 
entertainment would they have to make 
the party a big success? Get them to 
draw or write up their party ideas.

party time

Dt / art

• Winnie accidentally invents a four-spout 
teapot, which is just what she needs for 
giving all her relatives tea at once. What 
else might be a usefull invention for a tea 
party? A flying cake plate or a sandwich 
flipper, for example?

• Decide what you would find really  
useful at a tea party and make a picture  
or model of it for display.

winnie’s amazing invention

laura owen and Korky Paul

Giddy-up 

WINNIE 
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• Get the children to imagine that objects in the classroom could come to life. What would 
the objects do, and what would they look like?

• Get the children to write a story called ‘The Day the Classroom Came to Life!’

• If they have time, they could illustrate their story.

it’s alive!

In Winnie’s house, all kinds of objects have a life of their own! In this story, she 
has a letter box that eats letters.
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•  Blue, yellow, orange and purple paper
•  Scissors
• Pencil
•  Glue stick
•  Hole punch
•  Elastic
•  Hat template from www.winnie-the-witch.com

 If you don’t want to use coloured paper, just print the  
hat template on white paper and colour it in. Simple!

 Print out the HAT TEMPLATE twice – tape together  
and use as one whole template, onto BLUE paper, then 
cut out.

 Copy the ‘stripes’ template on to a folded piece of 
PURPLE paper and cut out. Unfold the semicircle  
and put to one side.

 Copy ORANGE and YELLOW stripes on to a folded 
piece of YELLOW and ORANGE paper. Cut out. Unfold 
the semicircles. Then carefully cut along the YELLOW 
strip so it is in half again.

 Cut out the MOON and STAR from the template 
on YELLOW card.

 Glue everything on to the flat cone and leave to dry. 
Then go over all the lines with a black felt tip pen.

 Attach the hat together with some double-sided 
tape and/or a stapler. For a little extra touch, push 
a small bit of rectangular paper through the hole at 
the top of the hat and bend to one side!

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

dress as winnie
winnie’s cone hat winnie the witch wig

you will need you will need

1

2

3

4

5

•  Black card (long enough to fit round a child’s head  
– A1 or A2)

•  2 x A1 sheets black sugar paper
•  Ruler
•  Pencil
•  Stapler
•  Sellotape/double-sided tape for neatness

The beauty of this wig is that you can add
as much or as little hair as you want!
 Measure a length of card around your head. Tape or staple 

into place so you have a card ring that fits perfectly round 
your head (this one is 5cm deep).

 Tape another piece of card across the top of the ring. 
Repeat on the other side so you have a cross.

 Cut two more pieces of card and place diagonally over the 
cross. Staple into place. Then attach the last piece of card 
to cover any gaps so you have the basis of your Winnie 
wig (like a skullcap).

 Now the fun begins! Fold two A1 pieces of black paper 
like an accordion for Winnie’s frizzy hair. Gently pull the 
‘accordion’ apart and cut into strips.

 Attach the strip around the top part of the wig ring with 
double-sided tape or use a stapler. Then attach pieces 
from the top of the head, down. It doesn’t matter if  
there are different lengths or widths of hair, as that adds 
to the wig!

valerie thomas and Korky Paul
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•  Black card
•  Scissors
•  Double-sided tape
•  Pencil
•  Glue stick
•  Stapler
•  Ruler
•  White pencil
•  Wilbur template from www.winnie-the-witch.com  

 Cut out a strip of thin BLACK card, long enough 
to wrap around your head. Staple together to secure 
into place.

 Cut out Wilbur’s head shape, then fringe the edges 
slightly for Wilbur’s fur.

 Use the eyes, nose, teeth and ears from the template.
Draw round the eyes on to GREEN paper, nose on 
to PINK paper and ears on to BLACK and BLUE 
paper.

 Glue the eyes, nose, ears and teeth to Wilbur’s head. 
Add some pupils to his eyes, white whiskers and 
mouth line with the white pencil. Then attach his 
head to the headband. There you have it!

 For the rest of Wilbur’s costume, wear a black 
jumper, trousers or leggings and shoes. Another  
idea for Wilbur’s face would be to use face paints.

1

2

3

4

5

dress as wilbur
wilbur’s headDress

you will need

valerie thomas and Korky Paul
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You will need:

• Scissors • C
olouring m

aterials • A
 long strip of thing card • G

lue • O
ptional pipe cleaners

instructions:

• C
ut out a strip of thin card, long enough to w

rap around your head.

• C
olour in and cut out W

ilbur’s face, eyes, nose, sm
ile, and ears.

• G
lue them

 onto your headband.

• Stick on pipe  

   cleaners to m
ake  

   W
ilbur’s w

hiskers.

• Use your im
agination!

• Colour in W
ilbur in stripes or dots or zigzags or...

• Use dark colours against light colours.

wilbur's
ears

wilbur's smile

wilbur's
NOSE

wilbur's
EYES

wilbur's head

korky paul’s magic tips:
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valerie thom
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winnie cone hat  
templates

valerie thomas and Korky Paul
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Oh no! Winnie the Witch has broken her magic 
wand. Colour in the picture and write what you 

think Winnie is saying in the speech bubble.

colour me in!

valerie thomas and Korky Paul
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how to draw winnie step by step

Here are 13 magical steps to show you how Korky Paul draws Winnie the Witch 
from the tip of her hat to her shoes. Make your picture even more wonderful by 

adding Wilbur and all sorts of magic happening around Winnie.

valerie thomas and Korky Paul
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how to draw winnie step by step
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make your own

you will need:
• Lots of photocopies of 

these bunting shapes

• String or ribbon to attach 

the bunting to

• Glue or sellotape

bunting!

valerie thomas and Korky Paul
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make a wilbur  
headdress!
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Valerie Thomas and Korky Paul

You will need:

• Scissors • Colouring materials • A long strip of thing card • Glue • Optional pipe cleaners

instructions:

• Cut out a strip of thin card, long enough to wrap around your head.

• Colour in and cut out Wilbur’s face, eyes, nose, smile, and ears.

• Glue them onto your headband.

• Stick on pipe  

   cleaners to make  

   Wilbur’s whiskers.

• Use your imagination!
• Colour in Wilbur in stripes or dots or zigzags or...• Use dark colours against light colours.

wilbur's
ears

wilbur's smile

wilbur'sNOSE
wilbur's

EYES

wilbur's head

korky paul’s magic tips:
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orky Paul
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word search

can you find the hidden words?
Hidden in the grid you’ll find 10 words from the  

‘Winnie and Wilbur’ stories. The words can be written any way  
– forwards and backwards, top to bottom and bottom to top,  

left to right and right to left, and even diagonally.

see how quickly you can find them all

broomstick, cat, flying, magic, spell, wand, wilbur, winnie, winter, witch

valerie thomas and Korky Paul
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Theme: the seasons

YOU WILL NEED:
Spring bulbs, container and plant fibre

art materials

read the story  
together

• Can the children tell if Wilbur 
has caught the bird?

• What is Winnie doing?

spread 1

• Are the animals happy with 
Winnie’s spell? See activity

spread 6

• How are Winnie’s visitors 
behaving badly?

spread 8

valerie thomas and Korky Paul

in winter
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• Winnie’s winter wardrobe (wooly coat, fluffy 
hat, snow boots, gloves and scarf) shows us 
how much she loves colour and decoration. 
Ask the children to design a rainy day outfit for 
Winnie, with a shiny mac, wellies and rain hat or 
umbrella, or a summer wardrobe.

winnie’s fashions

art

activities

science & nature

Look at spread 6. Animals and flowers need longer 
to sleep than Winnie lets them have.

• Plant some spring bulbs in class in the autumn 
and use this as an ongoing project about plant 
growth and the seasons.

• Explain about hibernation. Do any of  
the children have pets that hibernate?

plant life

• Winnie gets cross with her badly behaved 
visitors. Ask the children to point out what they 
are doing that people should not do in a shared 
public place like a park or a beach.

• If Winnie wrote a list of rules for her visitors, 
what would it say?

winnie’s fashions

PsHE
Look at spread 1. Use this as a starting point to 
discuss freezing, melting, evaporation, and the 
water cycle. You could follow this up with a class 
experiment to demonstrate melting.

water and ice



literacy

Story 1 - Winnie Fixes It
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read the story with  
the children and choose from  

the following activities

This story introduces Winnie’s neighbour, Jerry the giant. You might 
want to read it alongside other stories about giants such as Jack and 
the Beanstalk, and Roald Dahl’s BFG.

Jerry explains that people run away from him and don’t offer him 
work as a builder because they are scared of the way he looks.

• Talk about what he looks like, what he’s good at, and ask whether 
he has any friends and what other people think of him.

• Get the children to write their own story about a giant who is 
misunderstood.

a giant leap

laura owen and Korky Paul

WINNIE  
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which witch?
The story opens with Winnie browsing through 
one of her favourite magazines Witch One?  
She picks it up for ideas and advice whenever  
she makes one of her frequent efforts to  
improve her house.

as a class:

• Talk about the key features of a magazine,  
e.g. news, reviews, products, adverts, puzzles.

• Make a list of articles for Witch One?

• In groups or individually, design a front cover for the 
magazine. Look at some of the children’s favourite 
magazines as inspiration. 

• For a bigger project, extend this task so that the whole 
class contributes to an edition of Witch One?, including 
problems page, letters page, advertisements and so on.

• Why is Witch One? a clever and funny name to use? 
Extend this to an exercise on homophondx of a spelling 
test: see/sea, here/hear, pear/pair, two/too etc.

literacy / art
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Story 2 - Winnie’s School Dinner
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read the story with  
the children and choose from  

the following activities

YOU WILL NEED: EXAMPLES FROM COOKBOOKS OR THE INTERNET  
OF REGULAR RECIPES FOR RATATOUILLE AND BOLOGNAISE.

Winnie and Wilbur’s school dinner is like nothing the children  
have eaten before (and they don’t want to eat it now!). How do  
Winnie and Wilbur create it?

• Write and illustrate a menu for Winnie’s school feast.

• Look at some example menus.

• Start Winnie’s school feast menu with ratatouille and bolognaise.

• Add some of the witchy treats from other Winnie stories: woodlouse crunch 
soufflé, rhubarb and rat-tail buns, maggoty-mallow pie. Winnie never stops eating 
so there are many examples.

• Invent some treats of your own.

• Display the menus.

winnie’s magic menu

laura owen and Korky Paul

WINNIE  
the Twit

9780192748355
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write step-by-step recipes for winnie’s ratatouille and worm bolognaise.

First show children a regular recipe for (eg) spaghetti bolognaise and discuss how a 
recipe is set out. Most recipes have the following sections:

• Ingredients: list the ingredients in the order that they are used.

• Equipment or Utensils: list the equipment needed in the order it is used.

• Method: explain each stage of the recipe. 

Then ask the children to write the recipe out as Winnie and Wilbur would make 
it. For example, under Ingredients for ratatouille they would list rates, and under 
Equipment Winnie would probably list a cauldron rather than a saucepan.

• Make and display illustrated recipe cards.

• If you have collected other recipes or invented your own, there may be enough to make up and 
illustrated book.


